
What do Astronomers Really Want ?	


To paraphrase Sigmund Freud 	

"The great question that has never 

been answered, and which I have 
not yet been able to answer, 
despite my thirty years of research 
into the (astronomical soul), is 
"What does an astronomer 
really want?" "	


This is directly connected to why we 
are astronomers	


We mostly choose a job in astronomy 
because we really want to do it…
NOT to futz with difficult software	


 We get really annoyed 
by having to do 
unnecessary work 	




Why Am I Qualified  	

•  I have been on 5 NASA/JAXA/ESA science working groups (ASCA, 

Chandra (IDS), XMM (Mission scientist), Suzaku and Astro-H) and 
been deeply involved in several others (HEAO-1, Einstein, Swift 
BBXRT etc) 	


•  I have been the US Project Scientist for XMM in charge of the US 
guest observer support facility (GOF) (>120 GOs/yr for 10 years)	


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

I also do science	

•  I have been a guest observer on over 14 astronomical facilities (from 

IUE to Hubble) 	

•  I have been author or co-author of more than 340 referred papers with 

>22,000 citations  	

•  I have supervised more than 12 PhD students and 15 post-docs 	


∴ I know software issues when I see them 	




Purpose	

•  The purpose of software is to 

allow the user to do our jobs- 
discover new and interesting 
things about the universe 	

Software is necessary (but not 

sufficient) 	


Astronomy is now 'panchromatic'- 
we use data across the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum	


However most software is still 
chromatic- caring about were/
how the data created 	


What we need is objects oriented 
software 	


what, if anything, is special about 
astronomy (astronomical software)	


I believe it is breadth.....to be an 
excellent astrophysicist  its useful 
to know a little about a lot	


Paradiso Canto 31



Who Is The Astronomical 
Community?	


•  The vast majority of the 
Astronomical Community are 
users of data and software	


•  Most are in  universities/colleges- 
not software experts   	


At the present time 	

MOST are not involved in 
large surveys/data sets	


We work on Objects- but 
multi-λ	

Major frustration- 11 
different wavelength regimes	

>>10 different data systems 	




Broad  Types of Data 	

•  Long wavelength radio (LOFAR)	

•  Classical radio (VLA) 	

•  Millimeter (ALMA, Planck)	

•  Far IR (Herschel)	

•  Mid-IR (Spitzer) 	

•  Optical-IR (Keck, Hubble, 

JWST) 	

•  UV (Hubble, FUSE, EUVE)	

•  X-rays (Chandra, XMM)	

•  Hard X-rays (Swift, Integral)	

•  Gamma-Rays (Fermi)	

•  TeV gamma-rays (HESS)	


Each band has a wide variety of 
data and its own special issues	

–  spectra, timing, images, 

surveys	
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Sources of Data 	


•  NASA missions (from WMAP to Fermi in 
energy range 1014 range in frequency ) 	

–  all data public (eventually)	

–  attempts to have robust data analysis 

systems, user help and data access and 
open archives- frequent updates and new 
versions 	


–  no attempts at uniformity in either data, 
archives or analysis tools 	


•  NSF facilities	

–  some data go public (VLA, Gemini) some 

do not (Kitt Peak 2m); archives are 
variable in quality	


–  instrument specific software available- 
with cookbooks	


–  general user analysis tools (AIPS, IRAF) 
are uniform for type of data  	


Private Observatories (e.g. 
Keck, Magellan etc)	

Archives not open to the 
public	


software is different at 
each site and for each 
instruments	


Caveat 
emptor 	




Unnecessary Work	

•  #1 The data are hard to find (VO to 

the rescue??) and in a vast variety of 
non-compatible formats and tools	


Once you get it what do you do ??-
analysis tools	


•  Why did this happen?	

–  Lack of 'forced' collaboration - each 

team did what they perceived to be 
best for their data set (e.g. XMM 
compared to Chandra)	


–  No reason to be uniform; what is in it 
for 'ME'	


•  Not possible to 'force' compatibility	

–  Re-do all the formats ex post facto?? 

(Lots of work, what is the gain?)  	




Archival Data Analysis is Rapidly Increasing in Importance	


•  Vast increase in 
archival research- 
based mostly on 
space based data 
(ground archives 
are poorly/not 
developed in the 
US)	


•  However to 
combine Chandra/
Herschel/Spitzer 
data you  need to 
become 'expert 
enough' in 3 data 
systems  	




Goal	

•  Be able to do multi-λ research as 'easy' 

as possible (consistent with accuracy) 
NOW (with new systems (ALMA, 
JWST, NuStar, etc) coming on line 	


•  ASAP unless something is done NOW 
it will be very difficult to retro-fit The 
future is NOW	


•  Proposed process: Take what we have 
now and find simple, cheap fast ways 
to make it better- KISS	


•  While revolutionary changes will 
certainly come, they take time, effort, 
money and will only occur if people 
see the short and long term benefit. 	




Goal 	

•  Make the input into 

the data and the 
analysis packages as 
simple and 
straightforward as 
'possible' 	


e.g. Mac vs IBM JCL 	


•  No reason for the 
'average user' to ever 
see the 'complexity' 
that underlies the data 
and the software	


•  However astronomers 
are not the average 
person... smarter, more 
knowledgeable  	




The First Interface Should be Simple- KISS	


•  The goal is to get 
something quickly and 
easily on the first try. 	


•  Top level web page (or 
whatever) must be 
obvious, clear and not 
require the manual- 
(RTFM is not the goal)	


•  Assume the user is naive 
and knows just a little 
(and have an expert web 
page also available) 	


•  Test the web site with 
post-docs and grad 
students- not experts !  	


First web page should be obvious 	


Its a 	

database	


Its a  	

software site	


   Its a 	

help desk	


pipeline	




3 Eignevectors for Models for Software- How to Combine 
Them 	


Simple, works well, 
limited capability 	


reliable, cheap very 
long life, easy to 
repair, hard to 
modify, open 
access, can build it 
yourself    	


Very powerful, 
very capable, 
very expensive, 
hard to repair, 
very complex, 
hard to maintain, 
hard to modify  	


Simple, works well, 
very capable,	

reliable, moderate 
cost, life span 
unknown, replace not 
repair, very easy to  
modify, controlled 
access    	




Radical Suggestion	


•  Better software is equivalent to 
bigger telescopes, high tech 
instruments. 	


•  If software were easier to use 
we would get a lot more science 
out of our present instruments. 	




Example of Present Practice 	

•  In x-ray astronomy we have at 

present 3 data analysis systems (each 
of which run on many platforms)  	


•  CIAO- for Chandra	

•  SAS - for XMM	

•  FTOOLS for Suzaku, RXTE, Swift	

	
BUT they all use FITS (sort of) 	


•  Each of these systems do extremely 
similar things	

–  clean data, calculate background 	

–  make images	

–  extract spectra and light curves	

–  provide files for spectral, 

temporal and spatial analysis 	


The Chandra project has also 
developed its own analysis tools 
(e.g. Sherpa)	


+ Chandra PI teams have 
developed tools that others can 
use that are not part of any other 
system (ISIS,  ACIS Extract etc)	


Each mission also has its own 
data archive organized in its own 
way 	


The problem is that your average x-
ray astronomer will use data from all 
these missions but does not have the 
time to learn them all well	

what is a poor radio astronomer to 
do??  	




X-ray Astronomy .. continued	


•  Some of these systems can also 
analyze the data from other 
missions (e.g. Ftools can 
analyze XMM data).	


•  Big Issues	

–  Which one to use?	

–  Which one(s) to support in 

the long terms 	

–  Which ones should future 

missions (e.g. NuStar, Astro-
H, GEMS) choose (and 
why?) 	


Too many choices-When confronted with 
too many choices, people suddenly 
become demotivated from making any 
choice at all. 	




Are Things Getting Better? -Herschel 	


To quote from Ott et al 2010 "Developing the Herschel Data Processing system 
is a major project, with over 200 contributors and currently 60 full-time 
equivalents working on calibration, coding, documentation, quality control, 
testing and tutoring."	


Development started in 2002 for a 2009 launch. 	


It also appears to be well designed :	

•  both a script driven, command line based environment (suited to 

developers’ and experts’ needs) and a GUI based end user-oriented 
environment. 	


•  This interface is data-centric rather than language-centric, providing 
astronomers who are not experienced in Java a state of the art 
interface. 	


•  the same framework can be used to download, reprocess, analyze and 
compare data from all three instruments in Herschel simultaneously.	




However 	

•  Even with 7 years of work:	


–  HIPE 1.1 (Performance Verification Phase version)- 9/2009 	

–  HIPE 1.2. end 2009	

–  HIPE 2.0 (Science Routine Phase version) - currently being tested.	


•   updates are anticipated every 3 months  ( open to external 
contributions)	


•  BUT .....use is not simple; no mention of other wavelengths	

The 'How To' Guide is 208 pages long with lots of screen shots + 

instrument specific documentation ~100 pages/instrument 	


Reading the first page of the PACS quick look document you find... 	

It will take a while to get used to HIPE and to reducing PACS data, so 

allow yourself a lot of patience"- not exactly what a user wants to 
read 	




Need for a Re-focus of Software Efforts is Recognized 	


•  "We strongly endorse and support 
the refocusing of VAO activities 
on ease of use and science 
productivity. This focus should 
include paying immediate attention 
to user-interface design, tool and 
data discoverability, 
interoperability among tools, and 
visualization strategies".	


•  From the RECOMMENDATIONS 
OF THE VAO-SCIENCE 
COUNCIL	

	
FOLLOWING THE MEETING 
OF MARCH 26-27, 2010	


A Change of Emphasis: from 
Infrastructure to Science Tools	


The NVO has made admirable progress in 
`laying the pipes' for convenient user 
access to complex distributed 
astronomical databases. However, early 
use of the system for top quality	

science has been weak, pointing to a lack 
of value-added intermediate software	

products that assist the user in extracting 
knowledge and understanding from the	

extracted data.	


Objects oriented:Got the road, need the 
cars 	


remember the 1000's of features in your video 
recorder that you never use (or even know 
about)	




An Example	


•  Existing user interfaces tend to be 
specific to a particular database (e.g. 
SDSS), putting the burden of learning 
the intricacies of all these interfaces on 
the user who wants to engage in multi-
wavelength research.  
Moreover, the casual or beginner user 

should not be required to be expert 
in SQL. We urge the VAO to 
provide a user-friendly search 
interface that could cross-match 
several VO-published databases.  

–  VO Advisory group  

Unfortunately this is 	

true of the  majority of  
our fields software ! 	


This is probably due to 
the old dictum 	


“The best thing about 
programmers is they like 
to program. The worst 
thing about 
programmers is they like 
to program.”	




Huge Number of Available Packages and Programs 	


•  A plethora of available 
software- 
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/fits/
www/yp_software.html lists 
~170 sites ! 	


•  From ASSIST  to XASSIST 	

and 

http://stommel.tamu.edu/
~baum/linuxlist/linuxlist/
node8.html#astronomicalsoftwa
re	


lists 25 packages... none of these 
lists are complete 	


Software system org chart	




Typical Data Analysis Data Flow 	




There Has Been a LOT of Work on This issue 	


Astronomical Software Wants To 
Be Free: A Manifesto	

Benjamin J. Weiner et al 	


#1- much of the requirements of the 
various astronomical software 
systems are THE SAME-	


	
e.g. spectral  extraction, 
source detection, time series, 
background analysis 	


But the input data are very various - 
frequently each instrument has its 
own special requirements 	




Suggestion #1	


•  Have overlay software that 
'converts' the 'unusual' format 
data into a standard one 'on the 
fly' (user picks the standard) 	

–  requires 'real units' or 

conversion factors (e.g. cts/
pixel/readout  photons/
cm2/sec or ergs/m2/A))	


–  correct  and up to date 
comprehensible 
documentation 	




Unnecessary Work #2 	


•  Software un-organization (IRAF)- there is no 'backwards' dictionary; 
	
The user does not know what the software is capable of and how 
	
to do what they want to do. 	


•  The user wants to do X- but the documentation says that program β  
does this that and the other and one to go through all the programs to 
find the one that does the right thing. 	


•  Frequently to do X requires chaining together multiple programs in 
'various' locations-  	

–  2 frequent solutions to this problem are	


•   'threads'- but when the # of threads gets large, this does not work well 
unless the threads are also organized (e.g. spectral extraction threads, image 
analysis threads) 	


•  Cookbooks- a good solution but deadly for the 'attention deficit' generation	

–  e.g to make a loaf of bread, buy frozen bread and then microwave it. 	




Unnecessary Work #3,4	


•  One needs different commands to do the exact same things inside a 
given system (IRAF) and between system to system 	

–  Suggestion -Have a uniform set of commands to do common tasks 

(e.g. plot, extract spectrum, make a light curve) 	

•  again one does not need new software, just an overlay program 	


•  The software should 'know' the relevant parameters (they are all in the 
FITS header after all) for common tasks- never should have to modify 
them by hand (IRAF, Suzaku software) 	
	

–  FITS headers should be in English (!)  not in code	




Not Clear if Help Is on the WAY 	


Detailed picture of 
dark matter 	




What About Data Quality 	

•  NGC4579 -automatic processing 

gone wrong in the SDSS 	


what the SDSS says NGC4579 is 	




Workflow for a Chandra 
Observation- P. Broos 	


Science	


montage images	




Make Things Better 	


•  In several fields (ground based optical and radio) the software 
is very old and hard to use (IRAF /AIPS)	

–  It is very difficult for the infrequent user (unnecessary 

complex and disorganized)	

–  I for one could not analyze radio data and had to rely on 

students/colleagues	

•  Perhaps CASA will fix the radio analysis problem?	


–   design document looks good "For simple projects the 
astronomer with little or no experience of radio techniques 
should be able to use the instrument and obtain good quality 
results; however experts should easily be able to perform 
experiments we do not even foresee today. " and 	


–  "The general user will need more user-friendly graphic 
interfaces to many components of the system".	




Normal Viscosity 	
 	
 	
Reduced Viscosity	


Outputs from Two Software Packages - How to Analyze This	




Things Can Change Radically Rapidly 	


•  Production of Analog 
audio cassettes went from 
3x109 in 2004 to "zero" in 
2011 	


•  Rapid revolutionary 
change is driven by 
desirable new capabilities 
- no one forces you to 
have  a IPad	




•  (looking at the CASA web page 
I really worry about this!) 	

–  (right now the 2 ways of 

running it from the 
parameter-setting interface 
or the functional interface 
give different results 
without, explicitly 
specifying values for key 
parameters even if you think 
their defaults are ok) and one 
has to change the header to 
fix a known bug)... this does 
not auger well. 	




•  Data can be 
quite complex	


•  But complex 
data does not 
necessarily 
mean a 
complex user 
interface (e.g. 
Google)  	



